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1.	MoVvaVon	
•  The	number	of	observaVons	available	for	NWP	has	been	

steadily	increasing:	
–  O(104)	pre-satellite		era	(~1990s)	
–  O(105)	with	Microwave	sounders	(1990s-2010s)	
–  O(106)	with	hyperspectral	sounders	(AIRS	and	IASI)	(2010s	~)	
–  More	massive	Big	Data	incoming	(e.g.,	phased-array	weather	
radars	(PAWR))	

–  à	Challenge:	to	extract	as	much	informa(on	as	possible	from	
dense	and	massive	observa2ons	

•  Important	quesVon:	How	much		informaVon	can	a	DA	
system	extract	from	observaVons?	

•  à	One	way	to	quanVfy	this:	Degrees	of	Freedom	for	Signal	
(DFS,	or	informa(on	content).	
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2.	What	is	DFS?	(1/2)	
•  Defined	as	the	trace	of		the	“influence	matrix”	tr(S)	=	tr(HK)	=	∑i∂yai/∂yoi	
•  Two	ways	to	interpret:	

1.  Analysis	sensiVvity	to	observaVons	measured	in	obs	space.		
2.  The	amount	of	informaVon	that	the	analysis	extracts	from	

observaVons.	
	

Simple	illustraVve	examples:	
-  Forecast-Forecast	cycle:	analysis	is	always	the	same	as	the	background.

-  ya　≡　yb　à	S	is	null,	DFS=	tr(S)	=	0	(0%	informa2on	from	obs.)	

-  	Direct	Inser2on:	background	is	completely	replaced	by	the	obs.	
-  ya　≡　yo　à	S	is	idenVty,	DFS	=	tr(S)	=	#obs	
-  DFS	per	obs		=	1	(100%	informa2on	comes	from	obs.	)	
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2.	What	is	DFS?	(2/2)	

•  First	introduced	to	NWP	by	Fisher	(2003)	and	Cardinali	et	al.	
(2004)	

•  Popular	diagnosVcs	for	variaVonal	DA,	rouVnely	monitored	by	
mulVple	operaVonal	centers.	

•  Liu	et	al.	(2009)	derived	a	simple	method	to	compute	DFS	in	
EnKF	framework:	
tr(S)	=	tr(HK)	=tr(HAHTR-1)=(R-½	Ya)T(R-½	Ya)/(K-1)	
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3.	Ensemble-based	DFS	diagnosVcs	at	JMA	
DFS	per	obs	

global	LETKF	at	JMA	
(50	members)	

•  Reasonable	amount	of	informaVon	
(10-15%)	coming	from	
conven2onal		(sparse)	
observaVons.	

•  Linle	(<1%)	informaVon	extracted	
from	satellite	(dense)	
observaVons,	hyperspectral	
sounders	(AIRS/IASI;	very	dense)	in	
parVcular	(~0.1%).	

•  Why?	
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4.	Why	DFS	so	small	for	EnKF?	

•  My	Answer:	not	enough	ensemble	size.	
•  With	simple	algebraic	argument,	we	can	show,	for	any	
EnKF	local	analysis,	that	DFS	=	tr(HK)	<	K	-	1	where	K	is	
the	ensemble	size.		

•  	In	regions	with	dense	observaVons,	DFS	for	opVmal	
analysis	(DFSopt)	should	be	large:	DFSopt	~	#obs	

•  But	for	K-member	EnKF	local	analysis,	DFS	is	
necessarily	smaller	than	K-1:　 DFSens	<	K	–	1	

•  à		　DFSens	<	K	–	1	<	DFSopt	~	#obs		if	K	≪ #obs	
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5.	Proof	of	DFSens<	K	–	1	  (1/2)	
For	true	(canonical)	KF,	the	following	equality	holds:	

(HAHT)-1	=	(HBHT)-1+R-1	

Let	H’≡R-½	H		(normalized	obs	op)	and	apply	R-½	from	let	and	right;	we	have	

H’AH’T	=	R-½	((HBHT)-1+R-1)	-1	R-½	=	(R½	(HBHT)-1	R½	+I)	-1	

																					=	((H’BH’T)-1	+I)	-1		

By	eigen-decomposing		 H’BH’T=UΛbUT,	Λb=diag(λb1,	λb2,…,	λbr,0,	…,0)	
(r=rank(H’BH’T))	,		we	have	

H’AH’T	=((H’BH’T)-1	+I)	-1	=UΛaUT			

with	Λa=diag(λa1,	λa2,…,	λar,0,	…,0),					λai=λbi/(λbi+1)	<	1	

à  DFSopt	=	tr(HK)	=	tr(HAHTR-1)	=	tr(R-½	HAHT	R-½	)	=	tr(H’AH’T	)	

											=	∑i	λai		<	r	=	rank(R-½HBHTR-½	)		

											                   =	min{rank(R),	rank(H),	rank(B)}	=	#obs	

□	
	

accuracy	of	analysis	is	sum	of	
	accuracy	of	background	and	observaVon	
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5.	Proof	of	DFSens<	K	–	1	  (2/2)	
Now,	consider	a	local	analysis	in	EnKF	(for	now,	ignore	localiza3on).	
In	EnKF,	B	is	approximated	by	Bens	=	XbXbT/(K-1).	

Since	rank(R-½HBensHTR-½	)		

	=	min{rank(R),	rank(H),	rank(Xb)}		

	=	min{					#obs,						#obs,							K	-	1	}	=	K	-	1			(if	K	<	#obs)	

	it	follows	that		

			DFSens	=	tr(HKens)=tr(R-½HAensHTR-½	)		
			<rank(R-½HBensHTR-½	)		=	K	-	1		

	

Remark:	The	above	argument	is	valid	for	EnVar	as	well.	
□	
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•  DFS	is	underesVmated	in	ensemble	DA	if
	K≪DFSopt		

•  So what?	
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6.	ImplicaVons	
6.1	What’s	wrong	if	DFSens	≪ DFSopt	?	

If	DFSens	≪ DFSopt,	it	means…	
•  EnKF	analysis	cannot	fully	extract	informaVon	from	observaVons.	
•  Specifically,…	

–  Since	analysis	increment	(in	obs	space)	is	HKd=HAHTR-1d,	
underes2mated	DFS	(=tr(HAHTR-1))	implies	smaller-than-
op2mal	analysis	increment	(or	correcVon	of	the	background).	

•  (more	important)	Since	DFS	=	tr(R-½	HAHT	R-½	)	is	a	measure	of	
analysis	spread	in	obs	space,	underes2mated	DFS	implies	
overconfidence	in	analysis.	
à 	Requires	strong	covariance	infla(on,	but	too-strong	inflaVon	
leads	to	inaccurate	representaVon	of	“errors	of	the	day”	
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6.	ImplicaVons	
6.2	In	what	condiVon	EnKF	works	fine	(and	when	not)?	

•  EnKF	becomes	subopVmal	when	K	≪ DFSopt	
•  à	Small	K		should	be	tolerated	if	DFSopt	is	small.	
•  DFSopt=	∑iλbi/(λbi+1)		is	small	if:	
–  ‖R‖≫‖HBHT‖	(obs	are	less	accurate	than	the	bg)	
–  	the	distribuVon	of	{λbi}	(the	eigenvalues	of	R-½HBHTR-½	)	
has	small	number	of	dominant	ones	(“local	low	
dimensionality”	in	obs	space).	

•  Conversely,	these	condiVons	can	be	used	to	
es2mate	how	many	members	we	need	to	
effecVvely	assimilate	a	given	set	of	observaVons.	
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7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	model	
Experimental	setup	

Simplest	possible	scenario	following	Bishop	and	Hodyss	(2008;	ECO-RAP	
paper	Part	I):	
•  1D	periodic	domain	with	#grid=360.	
•  B	and	R	perfectly	known.	All	errors	unbiased	and Gaussian.	R	diagonal.	
•  Perfect	generaVon	of	Xb	(i.e.,	Bens=XbXbT/(K-1)	converges	to	B	with	Kà	∞)	
•  Equally-spaced	obs	assimilated,	#obs=120.	
•  No	cycling.	
•  All	experiments	repeated	1,000	Vmes	and	averaged.	
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•  SpecificaVon	of	B:		
•  superposiVon	of	sinusoids		
•  Fourier	transform	of	a	Gauss	

funcVon	
•  virtually	zero	correlaVon	beyond	

15-grid	interval.	
•  Variance	is	1	everywhere	(Bii=1)	



7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	model	
	

Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		
•  Obs	and	Bg	comparable	

accuracy		(typical	NWP	
situaVon)	

	
TheoreVcal	expectaVon:	
•  à	DFSopt	~ #obs/2	=	60.	
•  	à	K	>	60	x	(some	O(1)	

factor),	more	than	~ 	100	
members	required	

	

Case	#2:	σo=5,	σb=1		
•  Obs	much	less	accurate	

than	Bg;	not	much	
informaVon	expected	from	
obs	

TheoreVcal	expectaVon:	
•  à	DFSopt	should	be	small.	
•  	à	Small	ensemble	should	

be	sufficient.	
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7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	model	
DFSens	dependence	on	K	

Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		

•  DFSopt	=	40,	good	agreement	with	
rough	esVmate	#obs/2=60	

•  DFSens	always	<	DFSopt	
•  90%	achieved	with	100	members	

Case	#2:	σo=5,	σb=1		
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↓#obs	

•  DFSopt	per	obs	is	4.38/120	≈	3%.	
•  à		more	info	from	bg	than	from	obs.	
•  DFS	much	less	underesVmated		
•  Much	less	K	is	sufficient	

↓#obs	

40	
4	

à K	 à K	



7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	
tr(Aens)	and	‖xa	-	xtrue‖2		

Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		

•  Ideally	tr(Aens)	and	‖xa	-	xtrue‖2	
should	agree.	

•  For	small	K,	 tr(Aens)	much	smaller	
than	‖xa	-	xtrue‖2	

•  à Overconfident	analysis.	Needs	
inflaVon.	

Case	#2:	σo=5,	σb=1		
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•  Much	less	overconfidence	in	analysis	
if	DFSopt		is	small	

↓#obs	

(analysis	spread	squared)	

à K	 à K	



8.	Role	of	localizaVon	
•  	K	≪ DFSopt	leads	to	subopVmality.	
•  Remedy:	Covariance	localizaVon	(or	“tapering”)	
increases	the	effec3ve	sample	size	(and	hence	the	
rank).	

•  à	DFS	thinking	helps	us	to	understand	what	
localizaVon	does	to	the	covariance.	
– Examine	the	impact	of	localizaVon	on	the	
distribuVon	of	{λai}	(the	eigenvalues	of	R-½HAHTR-½	)	
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8.	Role	of	localizaVon	

•  HAoptHT	computed	as	
((HBtrueHT)-1+R-1)-1	
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eigenvalue	distribuVon	of	R-½HAoptHTR-½	



8.	Role	of	localizaVon	

•  HAensHT	computed	as	
((HBensHT)-1+R-1)-1	

•  with	raw	Bens=XbXbT/(K-1)		
(without	localizaVon)	

•  K=40	member	ensemble.	
•  Abrupt	truncaVon	at	

K-1=39th	mode.	
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EnKF	without	localizaVon	

↑K=#ens	



8.	Role	of	localizaVon	

•  HAB-locHT	computed	as	
((H(ρM○Bens)HT)-1+R-1)-1	

•  ρM:	localizaVon	matrix	with	
Gaspari-Cohn	localizaVon	
funcVon.	Scale	manually	
tuned	to	give	least	analysis	
RMSE	(wrt.	truth)	
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Almost	perfectly	recovers	the	true	(opVmal)	eigenvalue	
distribuVon.	

B-localizaVon	in	model	space	as	in	EnVar	

↑K=#ens	



8.	Role	of	localizaVon	

•  HAR-locHT	computed	for	each	
obs	as		
Yb{(K-1)I+ρR○R-1}-1YbT,	
then	synthesized.	

•  ρR	manually	tuned	to	give	
least	analysis	RMSE	(wrt.	
truth)	
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EnKF	with	R-localizaVon	as	in	LETKF	
(e.g.,	Miyoshi	and	Yamane,	2007;	Greybush	et	al.	2011)	

Zero	eigenvalues	beyond	K-1=39th	mode.		
In	terms	of	DFS,	likely	limited	improvement	by	R-localizaVon	(?)	

↑K=#ens	



9.	Discussion:	meta-research	(interpretaVon)	of	
(mysterious)	results	from	the	literature	

•  “Using	less	obs	is	beDer”	
–  ECMWF	global	LETKF	(Hamrud	et	al.	2015,	MWR)	
–  sub-km	LETKF	with	phased-array	radar	obs	(Guo-Yuan	Lien;	Talk	[16-2],	

Thu.	morning)	
à JusVficaVon	with	DFS	argument:	locally	assimilaVng	more	obs	than	K	–	1	

results	in	overconfident	analysis	spread	(requiring	unreasonably	large	
infla2on)	and	smaller-than-op2mal	analysis	increment.		

•  Successful	inflaVon	methods	inflate	A	rather	than	B.	
–  “RelaxaVon	to	prior”	approach	(Zhang	et	al.	2004;	Whitaker	and	
Hamil,	2012)	

–  inflaVon	factor	=	rank(HBtrueHT)/rank(HBensHT)	~ #obs/(K-1)		
approach	(“improved	ETKF”	of	Wang	et	al.	2007)	

–  Not	easy	to	understand	from	the	tradiVonal	views	on	inflaVon	(i.e.	
to	account	for	Q-term	in	B=MAMT+Q)	

à  With	the	DFS	argument	(underesVmaVon	of	A),	why	they	are	successful	
		is	easy	to	interpret.	
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9.	Discussion:	meta-research	(interpretaVon)	of	
(mysterious)	results	from	the	literature	

•  LocalizaVon	scale	and	member	size	
– Meta-analysis	by	Tsyrulnikov	(2010;	COSMO	NewsleIer	
No.	10):		

OpVmal	localizaVon	scale	occurs	when	local	analysis	domain	
is	small	enough	so	that	“ensemble	size	(is)	commensurable	
with	the	number	of	observed	degrees	of	freedom	within	[the	
local	patch]”	
–  DFS	is	a	more	precise	quanVficaVon	of	his	“observed	
degrees	of	freedom”.	

– With	DFS,	his	criteria	translates	to:	
DFSopt	~		K	-	1	(on	each	local	patch)	
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Summary	and	Conclusion	
•  DFS	is	small/large	for	dense/sparse	obs	for	JMA	operaVonal	global	EnKF.	
•  Elementary	algebraic	consideraVon	shows	that	DFS	<	K-1	(locally),	

supported	by	idealized	experiments.	
•  What	limits	the	number	of	obs	that	can	be	assimilated?	
•  	à	Answer:	Discrepancy	of	DFS	computed	from	true	HBHT	and	the	HBHT	

assumed	by	the	analysis	scheme.		
–  accuracy	of	obs	(more	accurateà	more	difficult	to	extract	informaVon)	
–  local	low	dimensionality	(lower	the	bener)	
–  member	size	(more	the	bener)	

•  Many	important	and	interesVng	implicaVons	about	localiza2on	and	
infla2on	derive	from	this	fact.	

•  DFS	argument	helpful	to	understand	counter-intuiVve	results	from	the	
literature.	

•  SuggesVon:		
–  New	ideas/methodologies	tend	to	be	tested	with	idealized	(toy)	systems	(e.g.	

Lorenz	‘96)	with	#grid	≫	#obs	~	#ens	
–  In	the	coming	BigData	era,		new	ideas	should	be	tested	with		

																										#grid	~	#obs	≫	#ens	!	
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BACK-UP	SLIDES	
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Hybrid 4DVar-LETKF DA developed in JMA 
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from Yoichiro Ota (2015, Adjoint Workshop) 
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7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	model	
	

Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		
TheoreVcal	expectaVon:	
•  Obs	and	Bg	comparable	

accuracy		(typical	NWP	
situaVon)	

•  à	DFSopt	~ #obs/2	=	60.	
•  	à	K	>	60	x	(some	O(1)	

factor),	more	than	~ 	100	
members	required	

	

Case	#3:	σo=0.1,	σb=1		
TheoreVcal	expectaVon:	
•  Obs	much	more	accurate	

than	Bg;	most	of	the	
informaVon	expected	from	
obs	

•  à	DFSopt	should	be	close	to	
#obs.	

•  	à	Large	ensemble	size	
required.	
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7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	model	
‖Kensd‖2	/‖Koptd‖2	:	under-	or	over-	esVmaVon	of	analysis	

increment	(compared	to	opVmal	analysis)	
Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		

•  Analysis	increment	
systemaVcally	
underesVmated	in	EnKF	

Case	#2:	σo=5,	σb=1		
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↓#obs	

•  Analysis	increment	
overesVmated	in	small	DFS	
scenario.	

•  (I	do	not	understand	why)	

↓#obs	

1	

1	



7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	model	
DFSens	dependence	on	K	

Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		

•  DFSopt	=	40,	good	agreement	with	
rough	esVmate	#obs/2=60	

•  DFSens	always	<	DFSopt	
•  90%	achieved	with	100	members	

Case	#3:	σo=0.1,	σb=1		
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mean	over	
1,000	trials	

↓#obs	

•  DFSopt	per	obs	is	95/120	≈	80%.	
•  à		most	info	from	obs.	
•  DFS	highly	underesVmated		
•  90%	achieved	with	200	members.	

↓#obs	
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‖Kensd‖2	/‖Koptd‖2	:	under-	or	over-	esVmaVon	of	analysis	

increment	(compared	to	opVmal	analysis)	
Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		

•  Analysis	increment	
systemaVcally	underesVmated	
in	EnKF	

•  90%	achieved	with	100	
members	

Case	#3:	σo=0.1,	σb=1		
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↓#obs	

•  Analysis	increment	
systemaVcally	underesVmated.	

↓#obs	



7.	ExposiVon	with	a	simple	covariance	
tr(Aens)	and	‖xa	-	xtrue‖2		

Case	#1:	σo=1,	σb=1		

•  Ideally	tr(Aens)	and	‖xa	-	xtrue‖2	
should	agree.	

•  For	K<300,	tr(Aens)	much	smaller	
than	‖xa	-	xtrue‖2	

•  à Overconfident	analysis.	Needs	
inflaVon.	

Case	#3:	σo=0.1,	σb=1		
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↓#obs	

•  	‖xa	-	xtrue‖2		much	larger	than		for	
tr(Aens)		for	K<	200	

•  Significant	overconfidence	in	analysis.	
Needs	extremely	large	inflaVon	if	
cycled.	

↓#obs	



Tuning	of	LocalizaVon	scale	
Tuning	of	localiza2on	scale	
for	R-	and	B-	localizarions	

C.f.	R-loc	vs.	B-loc	on	balanced	wave	
model	from	Greybush	et	al.	(2011)	

not allow for interesting weather such as intense baro-
clinic development and the vertical motion associated
with heavy precipitation. Therefore, although much of
the energy in the atmosphere is associated with the slow
mode (Daley 1991), there is a natural level of imbalance
in the atmosphere. The challenge is to differentiate be-
tween this background amount of imbalance, and addi-
tional spurious amounts introduced as an artifact of data
assimilation.

There are several metrics for evaluating atmospheric
imbalance. Section 3 (and Lorenc 2003) uses the mag-
nitude of the ageostrophic wind. While this metric is
straightforward to compute, it is not applicable at all lati-
tudes; there are also more sophisticated balance equations,
such as nonlinear balance (Raymond 1992), to consider.
High-frequency oscillations can be diagnosed directly by
examining the second derivative of the surface pressure
field in time (Houtekamer and Mitchell 2005). Finally, the
analysis can be compared to an initialized (filtered) version
of itself using a Lynch and Huang (1992) Lanczos digi-
tal filter [as in Mitchell et al. (2002)] that removes high-
frequency oscillations, and thus inertial-gravity waves, from
the model time series (not included in this study). Similarly,
Kepert (2009) used the magnitude of the nonlinear normal
mode initialization (NNMI) increment as a measure of
balance. The surface pressure and digital filter metrics
require model output from several time steps at a rela-
tively fine temporal resolution (smaller than 1 h).

b. Experiment design

The Simplified Parameterizations, Primitive Equation
Dynamics (SPEEDY) model (Molteni, 2003) is an atmo-
spheric global circulation model of intermediate com-
plexity designed for climate experiments. While containing
many of the physics components found in larger models
(including convection, condensation, cloud, radiation, and

surface flux parameterizations), it is computationally
inexpensive so it can be run on a single processor. There
are seven vertical levels using the sigma coordinate sys-
tem, with a horizontal spectral resolution of T30, which
corresponds to a standard Gaussian grid of 96 by 48 points.
The time scheme is leapfrog. There are five dynamical
variables included in the output: zonal wind u, meridional
wind y, temperature T, specific humidity, and surface
pressure ps. Miyoshi (2005) modified the SPEEDY model
for weather forecasting by creating output every 6 h,
and implemented several data assimilation techniques
on the SPEEDY model. Horizontal diffusion (of vor-
ticity, divergence, temperature, and specific humidity) in
the SPEEDY model is done with the fourth power of the
Laplacian, and is applied on the sigma surfaces. Maxi-
mum damping time is 18 h for temperature and vor-
ticity, and 9 h for divergence, with an additional 12 h
applied at the top level (representing the stratosphere).
There is also vertical diffusion that simulates shallow
convection in regions with conditional instability, as well
as water vapor and static energy vertical diffusion (Molteni
2003). Frequency damping with a Robert–Asselin filter
(with filter parameter equal to 0.05) is included in the
SPEEDY model to suppress the spurious computational
mode. Amezcua et al. (2011) has examined the use of a
Robert–Asselin–Williams (RAW) filter (which success-
fully dampens the computational mode without damping
the physical solution; Williams, 2009) with the SPEEDY
model, and found that there are very few changes to the
model climatology that pass a field significance test, and
the quality of the forecasts was slightly improved. This
change in the high-frequency damping did not seem to
affect the model balance. Note that the RAW filter is not
employed in the experiments presented in this paper.

The ultimate goal of using the SPEEDY model is a
realistic comparison of B localization and R localization

FIG. 3. (left) RMS error of the analysis from the truth for height (m) and (right) RMS ageostrophic wind (m s21)
using no localization, B localization, and R localization for five ensemble members and a variety of localization
distances L. For comparison, an analysis with no localization and 40 ensemble members is also plotted. Arrows depict
optimum values of L.
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8.	Effect	of	localizaVon	

•  HAB-oblocHT	computed	as	
(ρo○(HBensHT)-1+R-1)-1	

•  ρo		manually	tuned	to	give	
least	analysis	RMSE	(wrt.	
truth)	
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Again,	almost	perfectly	recovered	eigenvalue	distribuVon.	

EnKF	with	B-localizaVon	in	obs	space	as	in	EnSRF	or	POEnKF	
(e.g.,	Greybush	et	al.	2011)	



O(√K)	sampling	error	
only	relevant	if	K	>	DFSopt	(?)	
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